WELCOME TO THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF BELMOND

BELMOND
GRAND HOTEL TIMEO
TAORMINA

DISCOVER OUR HOTEL
SET HIGH IN THE ROCKY HILLS ON THE EAST COAST OF SICILY, WITH MOUNT ETNA AS A BACKDROP, BELMOND GRAND HOTEL TIMEO HAS LONG BEEN THE DESTINATION OF CHOICE FOR GLAMOROUS INTERNATIONAL STARS - AUDREY HEPBURN, MARCELLO MASTROIANNI AND ELIZABETH TAYLOR HAVE ALL BEEN GUESTS.

Built in 1873 in a stunning location adjacent to the Greek Theatre, the hotel is surrounded by a six-acre park, with gardens encircling a panoramic pool. It is famed for its Literary Terrace, a favourite meeting point of distinguished guests through the decades.

A complimentary shuttle takes guests down to Taormina Mare, where on the secluded Bay of Mazzarò our sister hotel, Belmond Villa Sant’Andrea, sits overlooking the turquoise waters. Guests at both hotels are welcome to enjoy the exceptional facilities at each.

STAY IN STYLE

Choose from 45 rooms and 26 suites, most with terraces or balconies affording spellbinding views over the coastline. The décor evokes traditional Sicilian style with a charming blend of elegance and comfort. As well as the Timeo Building, guests can stay in Villa Flora, a country house just 50 metres (164 feet) away.

DOUBLE CLASSIC (5)
AVERAGE SIZE 20-25 SQ M (65-82 SQ FT)
Located in Villa Flora, these rooms enjoy views over the attractive courtyard. They feature a king-size or twin beds and some have a balcony. Bathrooms have either a bathtub or separate shower. Two rooms are connecting. Maximum occupancy: 2 people (no extra bed can be added).

DOUBLE SUPERIOR (7)
AVERAGE SIZE 30 SQ M (323 SQ FT)
Double Superior rooms, located in Villa Flora, feature either a king-size or twin beds. Each boasts a private terrace furnished with table and chairs, perfect for breakfasting outside while admiring the views of the Bay of Naxos in the distance. All bathrooms have a bathtub. No connecting rooms. Maximum occupancy: 2 people (no extra bed can be added).

GALLERY ROOM (17)
AVERAGE SIZE 45 SQ M (484 SQ FT)
Set over two levels in Villa Flora, with a sitting area on the ground floor and a bedroom on the upper level, these charming rooms enjoy direct sea views or village vistas and some offer a French balcony. All feature two bathrooms, one with a bathtub and the other with a shower. A king-size or twin beds are available. No connecting rooms. Maximum occupancy: 3 people (one extra bed can be added).

DOUBLE DELUXE (14)
AVERAGE SIZE 25-35 SQ M (269-377 SQ FT)
Located in the Timeo Building, each room offers a balcony or terrace, most with beautiful views of the Bay of Naxos and Mount Etna. These rooms, enhanced with typical Sicilian cotto tile floors, feature either a king-size or twin beds and bathrooms with either a bathtub or separate shower. Four rooms are connecting. Maximum occupancy: 2 people (no extra bed).

FAMILY ROOM (2)
AVERAGE SIZE 50 SQ M (538 SQ FT)
Located in Villa Flora, these rooms offer ideal accommodation for families. They include a living area and sitting room, a marble bathroom with a bathtub.
and a bedroom with a king-size or twin beds. One also features a balcony and French balcony. Family rooms can also be connected to a double room to accommodate more people. Maximum occupancy: 3 people (one extra bed can be added).

JUNIOR SUITE SUPERIOR (6)
AVERAGE SIZE 35-45 SQ M (377-484 SQ FT)
Stunning views of the Bay of Taormina are enjoyed from the balconies of these suites in the Timeo Building. The bedrooms, decorated in typical baroque style, feature a king-size or twin beds. All have marble bathrooms with a bathtub and some feature a separate shower. One room is connecting. Maximum occupancy: 3 people (one extra bed can be added).

JUNIOR SUITE DELUXE (10)
AVERAGE SIZE 40-50 SQ M (430-538 SQ FT)
These suites recall the grandeur of early 20th-century aristocratic Sicily. Located in the Timeo Building, they enjoy stunning views of the Bay of Taormina, with glimpses of Mount Etna, and have balconies and terraces where guests can enjoy breakfast. Bedrooms offer a king-size or twin beds. Marble bathrooms feature a bathtub, and some feature a separate shower. Three rooms are connecting. Maximum occupancy: 3 people (one extra bed can be added).

JUNIOR SUITE EXECUTIVE (5)
AVERAGE SIZE 50-55 SQ M (538-592 SQ FT)
These suites located in the Timeo Building all afford spectacular sea views with glimpses of Mount Etna, and have spacious terraces equipped with sun loungers, chairs and a table. They feature either a king-size or twin beds. The marble bathroom has a bathtub, and in some suites there is a separate shower. One room is connecting. Maximum occupancy: 3 people (one extra bed can be added).

SUITE DELUXE (3)
AVERAGE SIZE 45-55 SQ M (484-592 SQ FT)
Furnished in Sicilian baroque style, these luxurious suites in the Timeo Building all feature living areas, marble bathrooms with a separate shower cubicle, bathtub, beautifully furnished double vanity basins and armoires. The bedrooms have a king-size or twin beds. Amazing views of the Bay of Taormina can be absorbed from the private balcony or terrace. No connecting rooms. Maximum occupancy: 3 people (one extra bed can be added).

SUITE EXCLUSIVE (1)
60 SQ M (645 SQ FT)
This one-bedroom suite, located on the top floor of the Timeo Building, boasts magnificent views of the sea and the Greek Theatre from its inviting terrace. The suite offers a living area and a spacious marble bathroom with separate walk-in shower cubicle and bathtub. The bedroom can be fitted with either a king-size or twin beds. This suite can be connected to a Double Deluxe and to a Junior Suite Deluxe. Maximum occupancy: 3 people (one extra bed can be added).

PRESIDENTIAL SUITE (1)
98 SQ M (1,055 SQ FT)
From its spectacular 300 sq m (984 sq ft) terrace overlooking the Bay of Taormina, guests savour a 180-degree panorama, stretching from the medieval village of Castelmola to Mount Etna and all the way down to the Bay of Naxos and the Greek Theatre. The terrace is the perfect setting for elegant private parties and also boasts a Jacuzzi overlooking the sea below. This sophisticated suite, decorated in Sicilian baroque style, is located in the Timeo Building and features two bedrooms, each with either a king-size or twin beds. The marble bathrooms offer a bathtub and separate walk-in shower. No connecting rooms. Maximum occupancy: 5 people (one extra bed can be added).
ENJOY FANTASTIC FACILITIES
All accommodation includes: Air conditioning • 24-hour room service • Minibar • Complimentary WiFi • Twice-daily housekeeping service • Satellite TV • DVD player on request • Courtesy lines by Ortigia

WINING AND DINING

OTTO GELENG RESTAURANT
Join us in our intimate restaurant, seating just 16 diners, that conjures up the ambience of a noble Sicilian family home. Sit at a table set with baroque-inspired silver cutlery and locally handcrafted table linen and absorb the majestic views. Our Executive Chef, Roberto Toro, has created a menu that tells the story of his Sicily, including his signature dish Otto di Mare. Dinner: 20.00-22.00.

TIMEO RESTAURANT
Soak up the mesmerising views of Mount Etna and the sea from our spectacular terrace. Feast on Sicilian and Mediterranean specialties, accompanied by irresistible local wines. Breakfast 07.30-10.30; lunch 13.00-14.30; dinner 19.30-22.30.

POOL RESTAURANT
From May to September, the tempting Pool Restaurant beckons. Sit in our shaded terraced gardens and linger over buffet-style appetisers, brick-oven pizza, pasta and specialities from the salad bar. Lunch 13.00-16.00.

LITERARY TERRACE AND BAR
Order a cool cocktail and relax as you absorb vistas that have entranced great writers and artists through the ages. Inside, the bar’s elegant Sicilian carpentry and antique fittings evoke a 19th-century winter garden. Enjoy piano music in the lounge area from 19.00 till late. Open: 10.00-01.00

RELAX AND KEEP FIT

SWIMMING POOL
Take a dip in our heated, outdoor swimming pool or recline on a sunbed. Towels supplied.

FITNESS CENTRE
Work out with a view, enjoying the latest Technogym equipment and large picture windows overlooking the shimmering sea and mountains.

WELLNESS CENTRE
Treat yourself to a Sicilian-inspired ritual at our Wellness Centre. Relax in the sauna and steam room or visit our hair salon for a trim or a glossy new look.

BEACH
Hop on our complimentary shuttle to Belmond Villa Sant’Andrea to enjoy the private beach. Hire a luxurious beach cabana for your own sanctuary beside the azure sea. Enjoy a sofa, table, minibar, tented veranda and two sun-loungers and exclusive waiter service. Available 08.30-19.00.

BOAT CRUISES
Join one of our complimentary boat cruises along the coast in the summer months – ask the Concierge.

FAMILY FUN

Our hotel is perfect for family adventure. We offer children’s bathrobes, slippers and a gift in your room, as well as a bottle warmer on request. An extra bed and baby cots can be supplied in Junior Suites and Suites. You’ll find tasty children’s menus and highchairs in the restaurants. We offer a range of exclusive activities for little ones, as well as children’s spa treatments at the Wellness Centre. Take youngsters aged 4 to 12 to
the Smile Club at Belmond Villa Sant’Andrea, where, from May to October, they’ll enjoy supervised fun and games. A babysitting service is available on request.

FINER DETAILS

CHECK IN: 14.00
CHECK OUT: 12.00

CANCELLATION POLICY

HIGH SEASON
- from 14 to 7 days prior to arrival date when written cancellation is received by the hotel: 50% of the value of the entire booking will be charged
- from 6 to 1 days (by 12.00 noon local time) prior to the arrival date when written cancellation is received by the hotel: 75% of the value of the entire booking will be charged
- arrival date: 100% of the value of the entire booking will be charged
- no-shows/early departure: 100% of the value of the entire booking/remaining nights will be charged.

LOW SEASON
- from 6 to 1 days (by 12 noon local time) prior to the arrival date when written cancellation is received by the hotel: 50% of the value of the entire booking will be charged
- arrival date: 100% of the value of the entire booking will be charged
- no-shows/early departure: 100% of the value of the entire booking/remaining nights will be charged.

DEPOSIT

Only required for non-refundable Advance Purchase rate. Full prepayment is required at time of booking and is non-refundable in case of change/cancellation.

PET POLICY

We allow small pets in the rooms. Please keep them out of communal areas and ensure dogs are on lead around the hotel and grounds.

EXTRA BEDS

Available on request for an additional fee.

CHILDREN

Children up to the age of 12 (inclusive) sharing a junior suite or suite with their parents enjoy a complimentary bed; meals charged as take.

FIND US

BY AIR
CATANIA AIRPORT FONTANAROSSA (CTA) – 60km; 50 minutes by car.
PALERMO AIRPORT FALCONE-BORSELLINO (PMO) – 260km; 2 hours 50 minutes by car.

BY TRAIN
Taormina-Giardini Naxos Railway Station – 5km; 15 minutes by car.

BY ROAD
Take the A18 motorway Messina-Catania, exit at Taormina.